Confederation Cup rules
1. Composition of the team
Each team has 4 players selected by their federation and register their names to the organizing on
arrival
2. Composition of the competitions:
The confederation cup compete in 2 phased :
A) Each team has 3 matches and compete with 3 others in their group. Each won game is 2
points.
In case of tie in the final between 2 teams, the result of the competition between them will be
considered.
In case tie in the final between 3 teams, the consideration will be successively :
-

The number of victories in triple
The average point in all the triple games between these teams
The average point in all games between these teams

B) Second Elimination phase:
Semi final 1 – 1st Team from Group A competes 2nd Team from Group B
Semi final 2 – 1st Team from Group B competes 2nd Team from Group A
Final is the two winners from Semi Final
Each Match includes :
-

-

First, the two games ,in double, will be played at the same time, the oppositions teams will
be drawn after the composition of the names in the doubles teams. These competitions will
be played in 13 points and the winner will get 1 point.
The double are to be named freely by the coach and to be registered before the drawing.
Then the triple will be played after the end of the 2 doubles.
The triple are to be named only 3 persons by the coach and will be played 13 points without
replacement (the 4th player)
The winner will get 2 points
Finally, in the case of tie at the end of all competitions (2 doubles and triple) a Shooting
competition will be held between the 2 players who have not participated in the triple. They
will shoot at only 7 meters alternately for the five workshop. In case of equality they begin
again but when a player has success on a target and the other not, he wins.

3. Control Table and umpire:
2 official delegates from FIPJP will be responsible for the control table and control all the
competitions.
Umpires will be an international umpires appointed by FIPJP, and the other umpire from the
organizing country acting as an assistant.

Jury , it consists of five persons - FIPJP representatives; international umpire, (unless involved) or his
assistant; two heads of delegation not involved - is to decide on any complaints, except on those
relating to the game rules which are not admissible.

4) Players' uniform
Each players must wear the uniform of their country, provided by their federation.
All players of the same team must be dressed exactly the same uniform.
In the case that the players of the same team wear uniform with the logo of sponsors, they must be
identically uniform for all team and respect the national legislation of the Organizing Committee

5), Accommodation and Catering
Accommodation:
The organizer is responsible for four rooms (two doubles and two singles) with breakfasts for three
nights for the four players, the coach and the head of delegation of each team.
Extras (mini-bar, telephone ...) are the responsibility of the participants.
The organizing committees may make additional reservations but must be announced and informed
as the team is registered and settled before arrival.
It is also possible, under the same conditions, to extend their stay.

Meals:
The organizing is responsible for five meals for the six members of the delegation.
Each team can have the possibility to order additional meals but they must be reserved as soon as
the team is registered and paid upon arrival of the delegation
7) Pictures Capture:
If the competition will be filmed for a television channel, members of the delegation must agree to
the following provisions:
Player picture:
The players authorize the organizing to use their pictures for the purposes of any broadcast, in
particular audiovisual, or any communication action relating to the competition, whatsoever their
media usage.
They authorize the organizing to capture and to use, by any means, photographs, films, audiovisual
sequences, etc. carried out during the competition and reproducing or fixing their pictures,
collectively called "the Supports". The latter may be exploited throughout the world by any process.

The Organizing may continue to exploit the pictures of the players on a retrospective and / or
archive basis and / or informative for the duration of the intellectual property rights relating to the
Supports.

Filmed parties:
For these parts, the players will be equipped with HF microphones that they will have to wear for
the need of the film captures.
Furthermore players present in the Confederation Cup, participate in the promotion and image of
the sports discipline, everyone must ensure that he / she keeps an exemplary behavior and monitors
his / her language during these filmed parts.

